Class Manager Information 2018-2019

Class managers are Colgate Annual Giving staff members who function as the point of contact for the gift committees. Please contact your class manager if you have any questions about outreach or if you need updated information on your assignments.

Classes of 1941-1955, ’59, ’62, ’64
Michelle Jacobsen
mjacobsen@colgate.edu

Classes of 1956-1958, ’60, ’61, ’63
Patricia Staskowski
pstaskowski@colgate.edu

Classes of 1965-1966
Catherine Marhenke
cmarhenke@colgate.edu

Class of 1967
Margot Rankins-Burd
mrankinsburd@colgate.edu

Classes of 1968, 1972-1983
Kristen Basher
kbasher@colgate.edu

Jen Stone
jstone@colgate.edu
Laura Festine
lfestine@colgate.edu

Kristen Wilson
kswilson@colgate.edu

Classes of 2009-2018
Steve Wynn
swynn@colgate.edu